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Upcoming
Dates
If you missed the July meeting, you missed an upbeat
and fun, but most of all, informative meeting. Andi
Barney was great. I don't know about you, but I am
the proud owner of a bottle of mineral oil and several
spools of thread that have already been "dipped".
It is now August so it is time for us to meet Candace
Hassen. I've not met her, but she certainly sounds
interesting. Here is a bit about her from her website.
"I love to design and make quilts. Working with color
relationships is my favorite thing. I enjoy studying
motifs from other cultures to get ideas for my work. I
get many design ideas from nature, paintings, and
other artistic mediums, as well as vintage quilts, and
other textiles. I prefer making quilts that contain
many fabrics; because I believe that this gives the
viewer a much more interesting and pleasing quilt to
look at. It also makes the quilt much more versatile;
and will help to add a beautiful focal point, or
unique accent piece to a wider variety of rooms.

August 1- Candace Hassen
August 15- Project Day
Sept 12- HCQG Rummage
sale
Sept 19- Project Day
Oct 3- Paula Wexler
wool applique
Oct 4- Thirty Nine and
Holding Workshop
Oct 17- Project Day
Nov 7- HollyAnne Knight
Aurifil thread talk
Nov 21- Project Day
Dec 5- Holiday Party
Dec 19-Project Day

I I have a bachelor's degree in art; and have been weaving for 35 years; both of which I
believe, have had a big influence in the way I use color and pattern in my quilt designs. My
quilts have been published in McCall's quilting magazine, and have won numerous awards in
local quilt shows and fairs. I have self-published patterns for many of my quilts."
Don't forget about the HCQG garage sale next month. At this moment, only one person has
reserved a table. I know many more will. I'm sure I'm not the only one with that box where I
have been stashing unneeded quilting items ready to bring for the sale. If you haven't yet
started your box, now's the time. Tables cost $10.00. If you want to donate items to the
Guild table, bring those too. All the proceeds will go to the Guild general fund supporting
our speakers, Eagle Ranch and other projects. If you have questions or want to reserve a
table, contact me. The easiest way to reach me is the HCQG Facebook page, or just call,
email, or text me.
We look forward to hearing Paula Wexler talk about wool applique at the October meeting
on October 3. Even if you are not interested in learning how to do it you will be "wowed" by
some of the amazing pieces Paula will show. We are also planning our first workshop on
October 4. This will be fun for members at ALL skill levels. We will begin by bringing fabric
to share to be sure that the quilt is interesting without purchasing 20 different fabrics. Then
we will make the "Fudge Factor" quilt. Lots of options for creativity or following the pattern
suggestions. I will have a sample quilt for you to see at the August meeting. The cost of the
workshop is $15.00. That includes the pattern and a day of fun with fellow Guild members.
More details to come.

Denise

August

birthdays!
8/4 Joyce Pinson
8/14 Charlotte Payne
8/16 Connie Murphy

Please welcome these
new members
to the guild.
Frances Allen
Kate Bathe
Shirley Bennett
Lynette Croy
Kathy Johnson
Lindsey Martin
Teri Morgan
Elaine Peachey
Thank you,
Stacey Crain

November-January Center medallion
Febuary - March First round of blocks
April - May 2nd round of blocks
May-June 3rd round of blocks
July-August Final round of blocks

TWEETLE DEE DESIGN CO
Abby Lyke is the designer a pattern
creator at Tweetle Dee Design Co. She
has embroidery patterns, and barn quilt
patterns. The barn quilt patterns include
directions for taping and painting your
barn quilt. She also offers for sale
completed barn quilts.

A few years ago we began Tweetle Dee
with the mantra to Celebrate, Dream &
Create a little bit of Joy each new day!
We all want to feel joy in our lives. Our
hope with Tweetle Dee is to inspire you
to;
+ Celebrate everyday, the big & the
small..
+ Dream your life in color, making it yours
in every way...
+ Create something with your heart, mind
& hands everyday!

Above is her barn quilt Cathedral Windows
To the left Irish Chain

Find her on Instagram
@tweedledeedesignco
Her website is shoptweetledee.com
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